Abstract. In the context of computed tomography (CT), iterative image reconstruction techniques are gaining attention because high-quality images are becoming computationally feasible. They involve the solution of large systems of equations, whose cost is dominated by the sparse matrix vector product (SpMV). Our work considers the case of the sparse matrices being block circulant, which arises when taking advantage of the rotational symmetry in the tomographic system. Besides the straightforward storage saving, we exploit the circulant structure to rewrite the poor-performance SpMVs into a high-performance product between sparse and dense matrices. This paper describes the implementations developed for multi-core CPUs and GPUs, and presents experimental results with typical CT matrices. The presented approach is up to ten times faster than without exploiting the circulant structure.
Introduction
Iterative approaches to image reconstruction have cut down the radiation dose delivered to the patient in computed tomography (CT) explorations [5] , because they are less sensitive to noisy acquisitions than filtered backprojection (FBP). Iterative methods consider the reconstruction problem as a system of linear equations y = Ax. The probability matrix A constitutes a mathematical model of the tomographic system that links the reconstructed attenuation map x with the estimation of the measurement y. The large number of projections and the high spatial resolution (≈ 0.1 mm) in CT require the solution of huge systems. This is the reason why CT image reconstruction has been dominated by analytic methods like FBP [3] . However the availability of cheaper and more powerful hardware has favoured a novel interest in the use of iterative methods in CT image reconstruction [1, 18, 15] .
Like in many other engineering and scientific applications, A is usually a large, sparse matrix, i.e., with relatively few non-zeros. Operating with sparse matrices is computationally efficient: the storage requirements and the time of a product by a vector are almost linear to the number of non-zeros, instead of quadratic to the matrix dimension for dense matrices. In spite of this good asymptotic behavior, the performance shown by sparse matrices is far from exhausting the computing throughput of modern processors, mainly because of low count of operations per memory transaction. As an example, results testing the matrix-vector (SpMV) product on several multi-core processors in [23] show disparate peak performance between 3% and 40%. This has aimed the development of optimizations techniques and enhanced formats specialized for matrices with dense blocks [7, 22] , dense triangles, diagonals, symmetry [12, 11] and general patterns [10] .
In the same way, this work addresses block circulant matrices, block matrices where each row of blocks is rotated one element to the right relative to the previous row. Examples of these matrices can be found in applications involving discretization aware of cylindrical or cyclical symmetries in the domain [4, 9, 13, 20] . Particularly in the context of CT scanners, mathematical descriptions based on polar coordinates take advantage of the rotational symmetries in the tomographic system, because it is easy to find an ordering of the unknowns so that projections share the same pattern of weights in the probability matrix, although shifted by a fixed number of columns [19, 16] . The probability matrix A constructed like this corresponds to a block circulant matrix, in which the rows associated to a projection form a row of blocks with the displacement being the number of columns in every block. Implicit representations of A can save storage and speed up its construction by a factor of the number of projections, which is around 100 in practice. Nevertheless, the cost of the associated SpMV product remains the same, in terms of the number of floating-point operations.
In general the SpMV products dominate the time spent on the solution of the system of linear equations by iterative methods such as the maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm [17] , one of the most used in CT. In this paper, we propose to accelerate these products by rewriting them as sparse matrix-dense matrix (SpMM) products. The results we obtained show a reduction of time by a factor up to ten.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 it is explained the approach based on the SpMM product and possible implementations. Sections 3 and 4 detail several implementations for multi-core CPUs and GPUs, respectively, and show performance results. And finally section 5 concludes.
Notation. We denote matrices with uppercase letters (A, B...) and vectors with bold lowercase letters (x, y...). Indices in vectors and matrices start by zero. X i,j or X[i, j] refer to the element on row i and column j of the matrix X. We refer to the BLAS-1 functions, AXPY as y ← y + α · x, and MAXPY with cardinality
Circulant Matrix Product Approach
Let C being a block circulant matrix of size m C × n C , made by k × k matrix blocks A i of size m B ×n B . Then m C = k·m B and n C = k·n B . The matrix-vector product y ← Cx takes the form
where x i are subvectors of length n B and y i are of length m B . The block circulant matrix C is fully specified by the first block of rows, which we named A = (A 0 A 1 . . . A k−1 ). Basic implementations avoid storing explicitly the matrix C, for instance by rewriting the whole product as products by the blocks A i ,
This approach employs the SpMV product, which in practice has a performance mostly limited by the memory bandwidth. Instead, we propose to rewrite the block circulant matrix-vector product into a matrix-matrix product, which offers better performance even in simple implementations, as we show further. Then the product in (1) can be reformulated as Y ← AX, which is in detail
Therefore, the circulant property has transfered from C to the vector x, converting the latter in a kind of anti-circulant block matrixX, where the rows of blocks rotate to the left instead. The matrixX is of size n C ×k and, as earlier, it is fully specified by the first row of blocks, which we named X = (x 0 x 1 ... x k−1 ). In the process, also the output vector y is transformed into the matrix form Y = (y 0 y 1 ... y k−1 ).
An efficient (at least, in memory) implementation of the product needs to maintainX implicit. In a SpMM product code, a way to do so is by replacing theX accesses by accesses to X like this,
This solution can be useful if either the SpMM product routine allows to reimplement the behaviour of the operators (for instance, because matrices are implemented as classes in an object oriented language like C++), or the source code is available. Nevertheless, we propose an alternative when it is not possible, for instance in the case of using a commercial numerical library. If the routine requires the dense Data: A : R m×n sparse matrix; X : R n×k , dense matrix Result: Y : R m×k , dense matrix with the product AX
foreach nonzero with column index j and value v in row i of A do
matrix to be stored in column-major (i.e., elements in consecutive rows and in the same column are contiguous in memory), then the next relation betweenX and a vectorx that contains two contiguous copies of x can be useful,
Then the routine is passed the sparse matrix A, andx as the dense matrix, indicating the leading dimension n B (the number of elements in between two elements with consecutive indices in the dimension that is not contiguous in memory). Otherwise, if the dense matrix has to be stored in row-major (i.e., elements in the same row are contiguous in memory) instead, column indices of the non-zeros in the sparse matrix has to be updated in the next way,
Then the routine is passed the modified sparse matrixÂ (with size m B × 2 · n C ) and the dense matrixX = (X X) in row-major, indicating the leading dimension 1.
3 Multi-Core CPU Implementation
Earlier we discussed how to perform the block circulant SpMV product by using a SpMM product. Although the SpMM product is algorithmically simple, it admits several implementations. One of them consists on multiple calls to the SpMV product kernel, but in the case of implementing (3) it is equivalent to do the product in the original way of (1) . From the rest of implementations, we conveniently choose the one that for every nonzero value in a sparse matrix A with row i and column j, an AXPY operation is done involving the j-th row of the input matrix X and the i-th row of the output matrix Y . The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The product is not computationally heavy, then the performance is conditioned to the capability of the machine's cache system to take advantage of the reference locality of the implementation. Considering the spatial locality (i.e., the use of data elements within relatively close address locations), the memory access pattern is efficient if the vectors involved in the AXPYs are contiguous. This is the case of the input X and output Y dense matrices stored in row-major. Considering the temporal locality (i.e., the use of the same data elements within a relatively small time duration), per nonzero value in A read it is done k read accesses of X, and k read and write accesses of Y . Along a row in the sparse matrix A, all the accesses go to the same row of Y . Then it seems an optimal strategy to visit the non-zeros on the sparse matrix by rows. A similar conclusion is found on [7] . In addition, the straightforward parallelization is that every task carries on the AXPYs of several rows of the sparse matrix A, which corresponds to distribute the iterations of the loop at line 2 in Fig. 1 . This strategy prevents two tasks accessing the same row of Y . The distribution of work will be balanced if every task performs almost the same number of AXPYs, i.e., every task processes almost the same number of non-zeros from A.
Custom Product for Circulant Block Sparse Matrices
We developed several kernels that implement the product for sparse circulant matrices in CSR format. They are written in C++ and parallelized using threads by means of OpenMP directives. We present performance results of the kernels compiled with GNU GCC 4.8 and the options -Ofast -march=native -mtune=native, running on two Intel multi-core processors detailed on Table 2 . The test set comprises five matrices from a CT scanner, whose characteristics are detailed on Table 1 . They come from reconstructions with different spatial resolutions. Their patterns are quite similar and, as an example, Fig. 2 .a shows the pattern of the first rows for some blocks of the smaller matrix on the set. Figure 3 summarizes the performance of the kernels grouped by processor and matrix. In order to emulate the behavior of an iterative solver (like MLEM), it is performed 20 products alternating the direct and the transposed matrix. The results correspond to the shorter time of three attempts. The first kernel, tagged basic MV, uses the matrix-vector product approach and it is parallelized by every thread computing a y i as (2) indicates.
The second kernel, tagged MM, uses the matrix-matrix product approach (indicated in (3)) and the implicit circulant matrix formulas forX (indicated in (4)) over the input vector, stored as a row-major matrix. It corresponds to the algorithm in Fig. 5 without the code under the while loop at line 4. The for loop at line 9 is implemented as two calls to an AXPY kernel: one from p ← 0 to p 0 − 1 and other from p ← p 0 to k − 1, where p 0 is k − Aj[j ]/n B mod k. Otherwise GNU GCC fails to vectorize the loop. The results suggest a gain of this kernel up to four times with respect to basic MV.
If the kernel is passed the matrixX = (X X) instead of X, then the for loop at line 9 can be implemented as a single call to an AXPY kernel with k-length vectors. This variant, tagged MM-2, obtains an extra performance of up to 70% respect to MM.
Finally, some memory transactions from the output matrix Y can be saved by merging s AXPYs originated from the same row, in a single MAXPY operation, as shown on Fig. 5 . Although it can make worse the temporal locality of X (because s different parts of X are being visited at a time), simple tests shown in Fig. 4 suggest that in general the performance is improved with larger s, while the compiler is able to vectorize the innermost loop of MAXPY, which corresponds to for at line 5 in Fig. 5 . Codes using MAXPYs with s > 8 vectors fail to be vectorized by the tested compiler. The performance of this optimization for s = 8, tagged as MM-2-8, is about 25% better than MM-2, and about 10 times better than the basic MV kernel. 
Using a SpMM kernel in a numerical library software
We found two open source implementations of the SpMM product. One is in the Scipy library (the core library of SciPy [8] ), in which the input and output matrices are stored in row-major. And other is in Epetra (a core linear algebra package in Trilinos [6] ), which merges multiple AXPYs in MAXPYs, but the dense matrices are stored in column-major. We do not show results with any of these libraries because none of them include both optimizations at the same time. Other popular libraries, like OSKI [21] or CUSP [2] , offer an interface to perform the SpMM product but the implementation relies on multiple calls to the SpMV product kernel.
Regarding commercial high-performance numerical libraries, only Intel R Math Kernel Library (Intel R MKL) offers several routines for SpMM product. Concretely we tested the function *csrmm, in which the sparse matrix is introduced in CSR format and the input and the output dense matrices are stored in rowmajor. For that, the original sparse matrix A has to be modified as indicated in (6) (the new nonzero pattern is shown in Fig. 2.b) , and the input dense matrix
, Aj : N nnz , Av : R nnz , CSR vectors of a mB × (nB · k), nnz non-zeros sparse matrix representing the first block row of a k × k block circulant matrix; X : R n B ×k , dense matrix. Result: Y : R m B ×k dense matrix with the product of the sparse matrix by X. introduced is the replicatedX in row-major. As Fig. 3 shows, its performance is superior to the basic MV and MM kernels in few cases, and MM-2-8 can double the performance of the MKL kernel.
Circulant Sparse Product Implementation on GPU
Current GPU accelerators provide a cost-effective platform for CT applications. These applications require single precision arithmetic only, allowing to use low cost graphics hardware. Furthermore, the sparse matrix vector product performance is limited by memory bandwidth and GPU accelerators provide much higher bandwidth than CPU main memory. In this paper a NVIDIA Geforce GTX 680 is selected as the hardware platform and CUDA as the software counterpart. The CUDA software package includes an implementation of the SpMM product in the CUSPARSE library [14] . However, this routine checks the input parameters and, unlike the MKL library, forbids to set the leading dimension of the dense matrix to a value smaller than its number of rows. Therefore, an implementation based on the CUSPARSE SpMM routine cannot be tested, and we present only results performing several calls to the SpMV routine from the same library.
We developed a custom CUDA kernel based on the SpMM approach from (3), following many of the considerations detailed earlier on the CPU. In particular, the data layout of the dense matrices X and Y is also row-major. However, these matrices are stored without any redundancy, this is important as GPU memory is not as large as CPU memory.
The work distribution among GPU processors is completely different from the CPU implementation. The key to obtain high performance in a GPU is to Data: Ai : N m+1 , Aj : N nnz , Av : R nnz , CSR vectors of a m × n, nnz nonzeros sparse matrix representing the first block row of a k × k block circulant matrix; X : R n B ×k , dense matrix. Result: Y : R m×k dense matrix with the product of the sparse matrix by X. keep all of the computing elements busy with a minimum of communications among them. Therefore, a straightforward work distribution is to assign to each thread the computation of just one element from the product result vector Y . Figure 6 contains the GPU implementation pseudocode for the circulant sparse matrix product. The CUDA runtime environment provides blocks of threads, that is, two levels of parallelism. The first level (blocks) is presented in Fig. 6 as the first loop, while the second level (threads) corresponds to the second loop. The actual implementation does not contain these two loops, they are implicitly created by the kernel invocation parameters.
First, to obtain good performance in the GPU a large number of thread blocks must be created, in this case one block per matrix row. The actual amount of work per block is determined by the matrix pattern and could be quite different from row to row. However, this is not an issue because there are enough blocks to keep busy all GPU processors. If the execution time of a block is too short, the hardware scheduler could easily select another block from the execution queue.
Second, the number of threads inside a block should be a small multiple of 32 (warp size) to obtain good performance on the GPU. In this implementation there are as many threads as blocks has the circulant matrix. Although this number might not be a multiple of 32 (150 in our tests), it is sufficiently large to occupy several warps.
Last but not least, GPU performance is very dependent on memory access patterns. In this case, all data is stored in device memory with a similar distribution as presented before for the CPU implementation. The vector X is read in coalesced form via a texture cache to further increase the effective bandwidth. Each element of vectors Ai, Aj and Av is read simultaneously by all threads in a block. This memory access is quite efficient and saturate most of the device memory bandwidth. Our tests show no tangible benefits in using shared or constant memory for this access pattern. One small optimization different to the CPU implementation is that Aj (column index) is stored in two separate vectors, one with values Aj[j]/n B and another with Aj[j] mod n B . Both operations have a low throughput on the GPU, and precomputing them on the CPU improves performance of the whole circulant sparse product. Figure 7 compares the performance of two circulant sparse matrix product implementations on the GTX680 GPU. The first is based on CUSPARSE SpMV routines while the second is our custom SpMM kernel implementation, which is several times faster than the SpMV implementation. The performance of SpMM is almost constant (about 60 GFLOPS) for all matrix sizes, and up to two times faster than our optimized SpMM on the CPU. The main advantage of the GPU over the CPU is that performance does not decrease with large matrices.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have described optimization techniques to improve the performance of the sparse matrix vector product (SpMV) for block circulant matrices. This matrix structure allows to rewrite the SpMV into a product of two matrices, one sparse and other dense (SpMM). Moreover, we propose to replicate vector data and to join several AXPY products into a MAXPY. Both optimizations simplify data access and improve cache locality.
Our optimized SpMM kernel reduces execution time by 10 times on an Intel i7 CPU compared to a trivial SpMV implementation. We also tested alternative implementations using the SpMV and SpMM products from high-performance libraries (Intel MKL), but all of them obtain worse performance than our kernels.
On GPU, we propose a similar distribution of data which allows to fully exploit the device raw bandwidth via coalesced and textured memory accesses. This SpMM implementation is about 6 times faster than the SpMV from the CUSPARSE library on a NVIDIA GTX680 graphics card. For very large matrices, this GPU halves execution time with respect to our own optimized kernel running on the Intel i7 CPU.
